
PCABA All Star Tournament General Rules 
 

 An Umpire may, at his discretion, terminate a game due to unacceptable behavior of 
coaches, players, or fans.  If a game is terminated due to a behavior problem, the 
team responsible for the behavior will forfeit the game. 

 Head coaches will be responsible for the actions and conduct of their spectators, 
players, and assistant coaches.  All players and coaches conduct should be above 
reproach at all times.  There will be no arguing with umpires by any coach, player, or 
spectator.  Only the head coach can address the umpire if there is a question on any 
ruling.  No protests will be permitted under any circumstances.  Any coach ejected 
from a game will be suspended for the next game.  A second ejection will result in that 
coach being suspended from the rest of the tournament. 

 Use of profanity is prohibited during a PCABA activity. 

 Use of tobacco or alcohol is prohibited by any coach or player during games or 
practices.  Alcohol is prohibited on park property at any time. 

 Any player who throws equipment in anger on the playing field or on the sidelines will 
receive a warning.  Upon the second incident that player will be ejected from the 
game.  An ejection for any reason will result in their spot in the batting order being 
recorded as an out for any subsequent at bats. 

 An injured or ill player may be removed from the game with no penalty to the team.  If 
the condition of the player improves, they may be reinserted into the lineup at their 
original position in the batting order at any time. 

 Metal cleats are not permitted for 8U, 10U, or 12U games. 

 Home team will be determined by a coin flip for each game, except during elimination 
games where the higher seed will be the home team, if that is their choice. 

 A time limit is in effect for each game.  No new inning will be started after 1 hour and 
45 minutes.  If an inning is in progress at the 1 hour and 45 minute time limit, the 
inning will be completed, and the game will be official when completed. 

 Seeding will be determined by the following: 
1. Win – Loss Record 
2. Head-to-Head, when between two teams 
3. Runs Allowed 
4. Run Differential 
5. Coin Toss 

 



PCABA All Star Tournament – 8U Division 
 

 All rules not addressed herein are implied to conform to the Official Little League 
Rulebook. 

 A game shall consist of six innings, unless tied or a team is ahead by 1) 15 runs at 
the completion of 4 innings or 2) 10 runs at the completion of 5 innings. 

 A team is limited to 7 runs per inning in innings 1 through 5 with the 6th inning being 
unlimited. 

 Bases are set at 60 feet. 

 Games must be started with 8 players.  Games are subject to forfeiture and will be 
so forfeited if a team cannot produce 8 players at the scheduled starting time.  If a 
team starts a game with 8 players, no out shall be recorded for the ninth and tenth 
positions in the batting order. 

 The batting lineup will consist of all players present at the start of the game.  Any 
player arriving after the start of the game will be placed at the end of the batting 
order.  No other changes to the batting order are permitted once the game begins.  
All players listed in the batting order must bat before the leadoff man takes his next 
turn.  Any player who has played a defensive position must bat in their assigned 
hitting position, barring injury, or an out will be recorded.  Any player listed in the 
batting order will be considered as a free defensive substitution at any time during 
the game. 

 An injured or ill player can be skipped in the batting order only if the opposing team 
and umpire are notified prior to the next batter.  Upon reentering, the injured or ill 
player has to assume their original spot in the batting order, and notification given 
to the opposing team and umpire. 

 Serious player injury stops play at once.  Advancing runners may advance to the 
next base and no further. 

 A defensive team shall consist of ten players.  Four outfielders evenly deployed in 
the outfield grass.  No short fielders are permitted.  The balance of the players shall 
occupy standard positions. 

 The catcher must wear protective equipment while catching and assume the 
normal catching position. 

 The pitching coach must stand with at least one foot on the pitching rubber before 
the pitch is delivered.  Overhand pitching is required.  The pitching coach will not 
instruct the batter or baserunners once a pitch has been thrown. 

 Each batter will be allowed 5 pitches.  After the 5th pitch, the batter is out unless the 
last pitch was fouled off.  On subsequent pitches, the batter is out unless he fouls 
the pitch or hits the ball into fair territory.  Foul tips, which are caught by the catcher 
on the 5th or subsequent pitches, cause the batter to be out.  Three swinging 
strikes constitute an out. 

 If a batted ball hits the pitching coach, the ball is a dead ball, and the batter will 
resume the at bat.  If accidental, the pitch does not count as part of the total.  
Deliberate interference by the pitching coach constitutes a dead ball with the batter 
being called out and all runners returning to the base they previously occupied. 



 Bunting, stealing, leading off, or leaving the base early are not permitted.  One 
verbal warning per team will be issued.  Any further violations will result in the 
runner or batter being called out. 

 Baserunners are permitted to continue running once a batted ball is put into the 
field of play until the ball is controlled by an infielder.  If the lead baserunner is 
between bases, he may continue on to the next base.  A baserunner may advance 
on an overthrow. 

 No big barrel bats are permitted.  Maximum bat size is 2 ¼ inches 
 

 



PCABA All Star Tournament – 10U Division 
 

 All rules not addressed herein are implied to conform to the Official Little League 
Rulebook. 

 A game shall consist of six innings, unless tied or a team is ahead by 1) 15 runs at 
the completion of 4 innings or 2) 10 runs at the completion of 5 innings. 

 Bases are set at 65 feet.  Pitching rubber is set at 46 feet. 

 Games must be started with 8 players.  Games are subject to forfeiture and will be 
so forfeited if a team cannot produce 8 players at the scheduled starting time.  If a 
team starts a game with 8 players, no out shall be recorded for the ninth position in 
the batting order. 

 The batting lineup will consist of all players present at the start of the game.  Any 
player arriving after the start of the game will be placed at the end of the batting 
order.  No other changes to the batting order are permitted once the game begins.  
All players listed in the batting order must bat before the leadoff man takes his next 
turn.  Any player who has played a defensive position must bat in their assigned 
hitting position, barring injury, or an out will be recorded.  Any player listed in the 
batting order will be considered as a free defensive substitution at any time during 
the game. 

 An injured or ill player can be skipped in the batting order only if the opposing team 
and umpire are notified prior to the next batter.  Upon reentering, the injured or ill 
player has to assume their original spot in the batting order, and notification given 
to the opposing team and umpire. 

 Stealing – The runner may not leave the base until the pitch has crossed home 
plate.  A runner leaving early will result in a team warning.  On the first offense, the 
runner returns to the previous base.  All subsequent violations will result in the 
runner being called out. 

 Serious player injury stops play at once.  Advancing runners may advance to the 
next base and no further. 

 If a batter becomes injured and cannot run the bases, only the player who made 
the last out can enter as a pinch runner.  The injured runner may reenter the game 
at any time. 

 No big barrel bats are permitted.  Maximum bat size is 2 ¼ inches. 

 Unlimited runs per inning are permitted. 

 A player may pitch three consecutive innings per game. 
a. One pitch constitutes an inning. 
b. Pitcher may not be removed from pitching position and reenter that 

position during the same game. 
c. Two trips to the mound by a coach in one inning constitutes a required 

pitching change for the defensive team. 
d. No balks.  No breaking pitches.  Knuckle balls are permitted.  Any pitcher 

throwing a breaking pitch will receive a warning.  All subsequent 
violations will result in the batter being awarded first base. 

e. A ball will be called on a pitcher who stops his motion toward home plate 
when the batter squares to bunt. 



PCABA All Star Tournament – 12U Division 
 

 All rules not addressed herein are implied to conform to the Official Little League 
Rulebook. 

 A game shall consist of six innings, unless tied or a team is ahead by 1) 15 runs at 
the completion of 4 innings or 2) 10 runs at the completion of 5 innings. 

 Bases are set at 70 feet.  Pitching rubber is set at 50 feet. 

 Games must be started with 8 players.  Games are subject to forfeiture and will be 
so forfeited if a team cannot produce 8 players at the scheduled starting time.  If a 
team starts a game with 8 players, no out shall be recorded for the ninth position in 
the batting order. 

 The batting lineup will consist of all players present at the start of the game.  Any 
player arriving after the start of the game will be placed at the end of the batting 
order.  No other changes to the batting order are permitted once the game begins.  
All players listed in the batting order must bat before the leadoff man takes his next 
turn.  Any player who has played a defensive position must bat in their assigned 
hitting position, barring injury, or an out will be recorded.  Any player listed in the 
batting order will be considered as a free defensive substitution at any time during 
the game. 

 An injured or ill player can be skipped in the batting order only if the opposing team 
and umpire are notified prior to the next batter.  Upon reentering, the injured or ill 
player has to assume their original spot in the batting order, and notification given 
to the opposing team and umpire. 

 Stealing – The runner may not leave the base until the pitch has left the pitchers 
hand.  A runner leaving early will result in a team warning.  On the first offense, the 
runner returns to the previous base.  All subsequent violations will result in the 
runner being called out. 

 Serious player injury stops play at once.  Advancing runners may advance to the 
next base and no further. 

 If a batter becomes injured and cannot run the bases, only the player who made 
the last out can enter as a pinch runner.  The injured runner may reenter the game 
at any time. 

 No big barrel bats are permitted.  Maximum bat size is 2 ¼ inches. 

 Unlimited runs per inning are permitted. 

 A player may pitch three consecutive innings per game. 
a. One pitch constitutes an inning. 
b. Pitcher may not be removed from pitching position and reenter that 

position during the same game. 
c. Two trips to the mound by a coach in one inning constitute a required 

pitching change for the defensive team. 
d. No balks.  No breaking pitches.  Knuckle balls are permitted.  Any pitcher 

throwing a breaking pitch will receive a warning.  All subsequent 
violations will result in the batter being awarded first base. 

e. A ball will be called on a pitcher who stops his motion toward home plate 
when the batter squares to bunt. 



Additional Rules: 

1.      Speed-up Rule 10U & 12U Only:  At any time, a team at bat may use a 

courtesy runner for the pitcher or catcher.  The courtesy runner must be a player 

not presently in the lineup and may appear as an offensive player one time per 

inning.  If no bench players are available, the player who made the last out may run 

for the catcher / current pitcher.  If team has opted to roster bat, the courtesy 

runner will be the player who made the last out. 

2.       No games will end in a tie in Pool or Bracket Play: If a game is tied after 

the time limit is exceeded or at the conclusion of 6 innings of play, the sudden 

death rule will apply 

For 8U: Your last out the prior inning will be placed on 2nd base, each 

batter will have one pitch (treated like the 5th pitch). Foul balls will be given 

additional pitches per the rules attached 

For 10U & 12U: Your last out the prior inning will be placed on 2nd, each 

batter will start with a full count 

Championship Games for all age groups will not use Sudden Death or 

be on a time limit unless deemed necessary by tournament director 

3.       All Ages: If a batter arrives at the plate with an illegal bat, it will be counted 

as an out 

4.       Forfeitures are scored as 7-0 

 


